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"THE CURIOUS CASE OF THE MISSING ENCORES..."

A Thrilling "STAY AWAY" Radio Mystery sponsored by the Williamsburg Symphony Orchestra League & Radio Station WSOL

.... Will Angelica and Dudley STAY AWAY from their favorite Encore Affairs but still fund their favorite orchestra?.... Will Dangerous Dan escape from prison and steal the Encores for himself?

STAY TUNED FOR THE THRILLING CONCLUSION!

A ‘Cheesy Novel Radio Production’ - Copyright WSOL
Executive Producer: Lynda Sharrett
“THE CURIOUS CASE OF THE MISSING ENCORES....”

MUSIC UP: DOLFUL, SINISTER MUSIC PLAYED BY THE WILLIAMSBURG SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

ANNCR: The Williamsburg Symphony Orchestra League (WSOL) invites you once again to enter the wonderous world of our previous heroine and hero, Angelica and Dudley, the stupendous stars of WSOL's infamous "Cheesy Novel Productions."

Angelica and Dudley encounter a thrilling adventure as they strive to...STAY AWAY...(from not only Covid19) but from their demented nemesis, Dangerous Dan...and safeguard much-needed funds for OUR symphony!

Listen.......

MUSIC UP, VOLUPTUOUS VIOLINS SOARING

ANNCR: When last our darling duo of Angelica and Dudley were seen, they were lounging beneath a New Mexico starry sky. Horses snuffle in the saguaro...coyotes yip softly in the yucca...

ANGELICA: "Oh Dudley...I can't believe the League's Encore Affairs have gone missing for this year!

Whatever will we do without those delightful, engaging and entertaining events that the League provides in order to raise much-needed monies for our symphony to carry on with magnificent music and erudite educational programs for our caring community! We simply hate to...STAY AWAY...from those wonderful events! But right now, we MUST!"
**DUDLEY:** Yes, Angelica! But we MUST find a way to provide monies for the symphony in the meantime… while we madly plan for possible exciting Encores that might turn up in the spring! I have a tentative list of spectacular events!

**DUD. SIGHS**
I only hope Dangerous Dan, our demented nemesis, doesn't spirit away our list of Encores for himself in order to steal the generous funds so selflessly provided by our faithful audience members to help support our orchestra during this tumultuous time!

**CACTUS RUSTLES, DAN JUMPS OUT LAUGHING DEMONICALLY**

**DAN:** Aha! Just what I was looking for—the dynamically dull duo themselves…right in my clutches! Give me those Encores!!

**DAN GRABS LIST, PAPERS SHUFFLE, SOUND OF CRASHING & STRUGGLING**

**DAN:** Do you really believe you and Angelica can thwart my treacherous thinking? These Encores are mine—to offer to the unsuspecting and dedicated League patrons in the spritely spring of 2021! These monies will fly to my fingers to support my own maniacal machinations.

**LEAPING TO HIS HORSE DAN GALLOPS AWAY IN THE DUSTY DESERT**

**ANGELICA:** Oh Dudley! We can’t let him get away! Why are we in this querulous quandary and where could he have gone in this desolate desert?

**DUDLEY:** Never fear my lovely! I remember where Dan has created his luxurious hideaway where he can perpetrate his wily, traitorous deeds. Quickly—let us ride like the wind to save the day—this time we are not **STAYING AWAY**!
ANNCR: As the powerful, paired palominos race across the desert, Angelica and Dudley strain to see their objective: the famous, fabulous Carlsbad Caverns! And as the burnished sun begins its delicate descent on the horizon, throwing long, dark shadows across the prickly pear of the silvery sand...Angelica and Dudley dash to the caverns.

ANGELICA: Oh Dudley! I hope we’re not too late.
DUDLEY: Never fear my darling—Dan has an Achilles heel that he proudly perpetrates on his head. Just watch!

DAN: Ha! I see you’ve found me...but you’ll never have the Encores—they’re right here in my hand and my helicopter is on the way! Out of my way...

A HUGE ROAR ASCENDS FROM THE DEPTHS OF THE CAVE—A WHISPERING WHIRL OF THOUSANDS OF BAT WINGS ECHO IN THE TWILIGHT

DAN SCREAMS: Oh No!! My hair...my beautiful hair! Help! Help! Awww...

ANNCR: Dan’s eyes widen in horror as thousands of the caverns’ famous furry flyers swarm over him, entangling themselves in his natty clothing and most of all...his precious, polished pompadour hairdo...the only thing he really cares about.

PAPERS FLY THROUGH THE AIR AS DAN DROPS THE ENCORES. DUDLEY SAFELY GATHERS THEM TO HIS STALWART CHEST.
ANGELICA: Oh Dudley, you’ve saved the day!

SIRENS BLARE, HELICOPTER ROTERS RUMBLE & DETECTIVE DICK LEAPS FROM THE DOOR

DETECTIVE DICK SLAPS THE HANDCUFFS ON DAN

DICK: Alright Dan– we’ve been tracking you for weeks! You're under arrest for grand larceny, kidnapping, plagiarizing and exceedingly flimsy literary devices! The Encores were never really missing….they just asked us to STAY AWAY for a little while until the weary world can right itself.

ANNCR: ...And so, as Dudley envelops Angelica in his brawny arms, he leaps into the saddle to steal away.

...and as the delicate strains of the Williamsburg Symphony Orchestra’s exquisite melodies drift across the glowing sands from their outdoor concert on the mesa, Angelica whispers, “Oh Dudley, my generous gift to the symphony remains intact and this will truly be the last time we have to...STAY AWAY.”

MUSIC DRIFTS

ANNCR: ...and as the dancing daffodils appear in the spring, plans are already being readied for special events to bathe the battered brows of faithful Encore fans! As Dudley and Angelica promised, there’ll be:

- a spectacular brunch on the delightful deck of the Sharps,
- a lecture on Scottish tours & herbs by a lovely herbal expert from Scotland and lunch at Le Yaca (with pertinent health regulations intact),
- a salty sail on The Miss Hampton tour boat with a historical guide and scrumptious dinner,
- and an exciting country sojourn in June to rejuvenate our sullied souls: shopping, lunch and a fascinating tour through the heady, flowing fields of lavender at the Sweethaven Lavender Farm.

In the meantime, don't delay! Send in your generous contributions NOW to help the League supply your Williamsburg Symphony Orchestra League with funds to carry on their magnificent mission.
EPILOGUE
At this time, we must **STAY AWAY** from our Encore Affairs. But you can join Angelica's munificent generosity and help the League support our orchestra right now! HELP IS ON THE WAY! ...yours.

1. Cut this page out of this script.
2. Write a generous check to the Williamsburg Symphony Orchestra League (WSOL).
3. Fill out the information below.
4. Place this page and your check or credit card info in an envelope.
5. Address it to:
   
   **WSO League**
   
   **P.O. Box 1665**
   
   **Williamsburg, VA 23187-1663**

6. Drop it in the mailbox.

______________________________

I / WE WANT TO HELP ....
The League in their mission to support our orchestra right now! I/We accept the Williamsburg Symphony Orchestra League's invitation to **STAY AWAY** – and look forward to future Encores in the spring!

Name ________________________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

E-mail _______________________________________________________

Our/my contribution to **STAY AWAY**: $ _____________

Method of Payment:

○ Check payable to WSOL

○ VISA ○ MasterCard

Card # ___________________________ Exp. date ___________

Code # __________ (back of your card)

Signature ____________________________________________________